
Final Iterations in Interior Point Methods |Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients and Modi�ed SearchDirectionsWeichung WangAugust 4, 1996AbstractIn this article we consider modi�ed search directions in the endgame of interiorpoint methods for linear programming. In this stage, the normal equations deter-mining the search directions become ill-conditioned. The modi�ed search directionsare computed by solving perturbed systems in which the systems may be solved ef-�ciently by the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver. We prove the convergenceof the interior point methods using the modi�ed search directions and show thateach barrier problem is solved with a superlinear convergence rate. A variation ofCholesky factorization is presented for computing a better preconditioner when thenormal equations are ill-conditioned. These ideas have been implemented success-fully and the numerical results show that the algorithms enhance the performanceof the preconditioned conjugate gradients-based interior point methods.1. IntroductionThe development of interior point methods has led to many successful implementationsthat may e�ciently solve linear programming problemsmin cTxs.t. Ax = b;x � 0; (1)where c and x are real n-vectors, b is a real m-vector, and A 2 Rm�n is a real matrixof rank m with m � n. These methods eliminate the inequalities in (1) by applying alogarithmic barrier function with a barrier parameter � and then forming the Lagrangianof the barrier subproblem. A sequence of Lagrangians corresponding to a sequence ofbarrier parameters f�kg, with �k decreasing to zero, are solved for iterates converging1



to the optimal solution to the linear programming problem. The �rst order optimalityconditions of the Lagrangian are8><>: XZe� �e = 0;c�AT y � z = 0;Ax� b = 0: (2)The vector z here is a dual slack variable, y contains Lagrangian multipliers, and e isa vector with all 1's. The diagonal matrices X and Z contain x and z in their maindiagonals respectively.Newton's method is used to solve the nonlinear system (2) and the search directionis then determined by solving the KKT (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) system0B@ X Z 0�I 0 AT0 A 0 1CA 0B@ �z�x��y 1CA = �0B@ Xz � �ec�AT y � zAx� b 1CA : (3)Equivalently, we may �rst solve the normal equations(A�AT )�y = A�(rd + Ze � �X�1e) + rp; (4)where rp = b� Ax, rd = c�AT y � z, and � = Z�1X , and then compute�x = �(AT�y � rd � Ze+ �X�1e) (5)and �z = rd � AT�y: (6)Either direct methods or iterative methods may be used to solve the systems to deter-mine the search directions. The computation of the search directions is the bulk of thecomputational e�ort for interior point methods and thus accelerating this computationis a key problem.In this article, we focus on solving the normal equations by the preconditionedconjugate gradient method for determining the search directions. Good preconditionersare necessary to make it competitive, but they are di�cult to �nd: the requirementsof accuracy for beginning and later stages are greatly di�erent, the matrix � maychange wildly, and � becomes very ill-conditioned when iterates become close to aoptimum. To overcome these di�culties, Wang and O'Leary [23] recently proposedan algorithm that adaptively chooses either a using direct method or preconditionedconjugate gradients. They also discussed adaptive preconditioning strategies that eitherrecompute a Cholesky factorization A�AT = LPLT , where L is an m � m unit lower2



triangular matrix and P is diagonal, or apply � rank-1 updates. That is, the currentpreconditioner is computed asLPLT + X� largest��iiaiaTi ;where �� is the di�erence between the current � and the previous �̂ satisfyingA�̂AT =LPLT and ai is the i-th column of A. The adaptive algorithm switches to a directmethod whenever P contains a zero element in its main diagonal. This situation isdue to ill-conditioning in � and may be found in the endgame of many linear program-ming problems. Consequently, though the computational results reported in [23] arepromising, there is room for improvement.We improve the algorithm in [23] by considering modi�ed search directions in theendgame. When the iterates are close to optimal solutions, we perturb small entries inthe slack variables z in the left hand side of equation (3), so that preconditioned con-jugate gradients converges rapidly. We also show that the iteration using the modi�edsearch directions converges to the solution of the �rst order optimality conditions (2)with a �xed �. A superlinear convergence rate of the iterations is also proved.All the ideas are implemented by modifying a well-coded direct method based inte-rior point method program, OB1-R [15]. Numerical experiments demonstrate that thetiming may be improved by using preconditioned conjugate gradients through the wholeinterior point method process and using the modi�ed search directions in the endgame.We survey some other related works. Many papers (i.e. [11], [25], and [15]) addresstheoretical and implementation aspects of interior point methods. Direct methods rely-ing on sparse Cholesky factorization were used to solve the normal equations by Lustig,Marsten, and Shanno (OB1-R) [15], Czyzyk, Mehrotra, and Wright (PCx) [2], Zhang(LIPSOL) [26], and other researchers. Iterative methods, in contrast, were also consid-ered, since iterative methods may take advantage the fact that approximate solutionsare allowed in the early stage of an interior point method. See, for example, Freundand Jarre [7], Portugal, Resende, Veiga, and J�udice [18], and Mehrotra and Wang[16]. Mizuno and Jarre [17] proposed and further analyzed an infeasible-interior-pointalgorithm using inexact solutions of the reduced KKT system as a search directions.On the other hand, many recent studies concentrated on the stability of the highlyill-conditioned systems which may be found in the endgame of interior point meth-ods. Hough and Vavasis [12] considered weighted least-squares problems with a highlyill-conditioned weight matrix. They proposed a complete orthogonal decomposition al-gorithm which is stable in the sense that its forward error bound is independent of thematrix �. In [6], Forsgren, Gill, and Shinnerl presented a perturbation analysis of aclass of symmetric diagonally ill-conditioned systems and gave a rounding-error analysisfor symmetric inde�nite matrix factorization.3



In the next section, we discuss ideas for perturbing the normal equations to obtainmodi�ed search directions and then propose an algorithm based on the ideas. Themodi�cation is closely akin to that proposed by Karmarkar [14] in order to reduce thecomplexity of his interior point method to O(n2:5) by updating a matrix rather thanrecomputing it. The di�erences in formulation are that his was a primal algorithm,while ours is primal-dual, our choice of parameters is somewhat di�erent, and we solvethe linear systems iteratively, taking advantage of the fact that the modi�ed systems aremuch easier to solve than the original ones. We also prove the convergence propertiesof the algorithm and give a superlinear convergence rate for solving the �rst orderoptimality conditions. Section 3 discusses implementation issues for �nding the modi�edsearch directions. Numerical results are presented in x 5. Finally, we conclude the articlein x 6.1.1. Assumptions and NotationsWe assume that(A1) matrix A 2 Rm�n, with n > m, has full row rank;(A2) Xb = fx 2 Rn j Ax = b; x � 0g is compact.We introduce the following notation to be used throughout the article. Let e be thevector in which all elements are 1's, and let ei be the vector with all 0's except that thei-th component is equal to 1. Let K denote the matrix A�AT . If C is a square matrix,diag(C) is the vector formed from the main diagonal of C; if v is a vector, diag(v) is adiagonal matrix with the elements of v on the main diagonal.The variables xj , yj , and zj denote the j-th vector in the sequence fxjg, fyjg, andfzjg, respectively. The Greek variable �i denotes the i-th component of the vector xj ,where the index of x will be clear from the context, i.e. xj = (�1; � � � ; �n)T . Similarly,we let yj = (�1; � � � ; �m)T and zj = (�1; � � � ; �n)T for yj 2 Rm and zj 2 Rn.The solution of (2) for a �xed � is denoted as x�(�), y�(�), and z�(�). Capitalletters X , Y , and Z denote diagonal matrices containing vectors x, y, and z on themain diagonals respectively. Let SY = fy 2 Rm j kyk � �Y g and SZ = fz 2 Rn j 0 <
Ze � z � �Zeg, where �Y ;
Z;�Z are positive numbers.2. Modi�ed search directions for the endgameWe consider the course of the algorithm in the endgame, where iterates x, y, and zare close to the solution of equation (2). The strict complementarity implies that, foreach i, either �i or �i is close to zero in the relative interior of a non-singleton solution4



set. See, for example, [26]. The resulting diagonal matrix �, in which the i-th diagonalentry is �ii = �i�i ;consequently contains some very small positive entries and some irregularly distributedlarge entries corresponding to small �i's. Moreover, these wildly changing entries maycause troubles for the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver using the updated pre-conditioner. The observation, however, thatA�AT = nXi=1�iiaiaTisuggests that only large diagonal elements in � are signi�cant, where ai is the i-th col-umn of matrix A. We further observe that a slight perturbation in the small �i's mayresult in a signi�cant change in the corresponding large �ii's. The following questionis then raised: is it possible to slightly perturb those small �i's, such that the precon-ditioned conjugate gradient method may bene�t? In other words, we hope to �nd amodi�ed search direction by solving perturbed normal equations where the new systemcan be easily solved by preconditioned conjugate gradients. At the same time, the outeriterations of the interior point method can still converge and the performance will notbe degraded.The answer to the question is positive and we propose a method to achieve thisgoal. We de�ne some notation �rst. Let �̂ be a previous diagonal matrix for which wehave a preconditioner C�̂ = LPLT = A�̂AT . We may partition the diagonal entries of�̂ as [�̂B; �̂S ], where �̂B and �̂S contain the big and small entries in �̂ respectively.The matrix � is then partitioned compatibly as [�B;�S ]. The main idea is that weslightly perturb the small �'s so that the resulting perturbed matrix �B = ��̂B . Ratherthan perturb all the �B entries, however, we may wish to perturb only �B1 , the partof �B containing really small �'s and fairly large �'s. Therefore, the correspondingperturbation sizes remain small. Let�B = [�B1 ; �B2 ]: (7)We may choose "i 2 R, 8 i 2 B1, such that�i = �i + "i; where � i > 0 (8)and (�B1)ii = �i�i= �i�i+"i= �(�̂B1)ii: (9)5



The perturbed system is thenA�AT = P�B1ii aiaTi + P�B2ii aiaTi + P�SiiaiaTi= �(LPLT ) + P��B2ii aiaTi + P��SiiaiaTi ; (10)where ��B2ii = �B2ii � ��̂B2ii . Using LPLT as a preconditioner of (10),(LPLT )�1(A�AT ) =�I + (LPLT )�1P��B2ii aiaTi + (LPLT )�1P��SiiaiaTi : (11)If we perturb most of the small �'s, the second term in (11) will be a small rankmatrix and the third term has small rank or norm. Consequently, the preconditionedconjugate gradient method will converge rapidly. For further improving the performanceof the preconditioned conjugate gradients, we may apply rank-1 updates on some largestj��B2ii j's.2.1. The theoretical algorithmThe discussion above leads to Algorithm 1. The algorithm is a theoretical algorithm andpresented using the form of KKT system. Section 3 discusses a implementable varietyof the algorithm in normal equations form. Briey speaking, to determine the searchdirections for each �, the algorithm solves a sequence of perturbed 3 � 3 block KKTsystems where the j-th in the sequence is0B@ Xj Zj 0�I 0 AT0 A 0 1CA0B@ �zj�xj��yj 1CA = �0B@ Xjzj � �ec�AT yj � zjAxj � b 1CA ; (12)Only the entries in z smaller than �j are perturbed to create Z , where f�jg is a sequencecontaining small positive numbers that converge to 0. We also modify the y so that�i 2 SY . Other parts of the algorithm are similar to standard interior point methods.We mention that Algorithm 1 is similar to an algorithm recently proposed by Gill,Murray, Poncele�on, and Saunders [10]. Their algorithm allows the variables y and z tobe chosen arbitrarily within two bounded sets. Our algorithm, in contrast, explicitlystates the way we choose y and z and allows the matrix Z and the vector z to di�er.This feature leads to a proof of superlinear convergence of the (inner) Newton iterations.Let M(x; �) = cTx� � nXi=1 ln�i + �kAx� bk1; (13)6



where � is a positive number. Note that a barrier subproblem with a barrier parameter� corresponding to linear program (1) ismin cTx� �Pni=1 ln�is.t. Ax = b; (14)and the inner loop of Algorithm 1 solves the barrier subproblems.
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Algorithm 1 (The IPM with modi�ed search directions).Initialize k  0; �0 > 0; 
Z > 0; �Z � 0; �Y � 0;x(�0) > 0; y(�0) 2 SY ; z(�0) 2 SZ .if ( the relative duality gap is large ) thenSet j  0; x0 = x(�k) ; y0 = y(�k); z0 = z(�k).until ( converge to the optimality conditions (2) )Choose the perturbed vector zj .if (j = 0) thenChoose �0 satisfying 
Z < �0 � 1.else Choose �j such that �j < �j�1.Determine �j > 0.Perturb zj such that( �i�i = �j � (previous �̂ii involving refactor.); if �i � �j ;�i = �i; otherwise.Modify zj such that ( �i = 
Z ; if �i < 
Z ;�i = �Z ; if �Z < � i:end if Choose the vector yj 2 SY .Choose yj such that ( �i = �i; if j�ij � �Ym ;�i = �Ym ; otherwise.Update the vectors.Determine �xj , �yj , and �zj by solving equation (12).Determine �j and xj+1 = xj + �j�xj such thatM(xj+1; �) < M(xj ; �).Compute yj+1 = yj + �yj and zj+1 = zj + �zj .Set j  j + 1.end untilSet x(�k+1) = xj , y(�k+1) = yj , z(�k+1) = zj , and k  k + 1.Choose a positive �k < �k�1.end if 8



2.2. Convergence analysisWe prove the global convergence of Algorithm 1 and establish the rate of convergence inthe (inner) Newton iterations. To prove the convergence of Algorithm 1, we adopt theprocedure described by Gill et al. [10]. Lemmas and theorems are similar to the ones in[10]; some proofs are di�erent [22]. Once we prove that an iterative method convergesto the solution of (2) for a �xed �, the global convergence of the interior point method,Algorithm 1, follows from the classical results by Fiacco and McCormick [5]. We �rstconsider two lemmas to be used for proving the main convergence theorem.Lemma 2. Let B(x) = cTx � �Pni=1 ln�i and M(x; �) = B(x) + �kAx � bk1, where� is a positive number. For any given positive numbers �r and �M , the level setS = fx 2 Rn j kAx� bk1 � �r;M(x; �)� �Mg is compact.We next observe that if x 2 S, x is uniformly bounded away from zero due to theproperties of B.Lemma 3. There exist uniform lower and upper bounds 
S ;�S > 0, such that 
Se �x � �Se for any x 2 S.Now we show that, with mild restrictions on x, y, and z, a descent direction to theM(x; �) may be determined by solving equation (12). Note that, in (12), the diagonalmatrix Z may be di�erent from the vector z in the right hand side.Lemma 4. Let x 2 Rn, y 2 Rm, diag(Z) 2 Rn, r = (Ax � b) 2 Rm, and 
Z , �y, �z ,�r > 0. Assume further that x 2 S, kyk < �Y , 
Ze < z < �Ze, and krk = kAx�bk1 <�r. If �x 2 Rn is the solution of equation (12) and � is large enough, �x is a descentdirection forM(x; �) whenever NT (c��X�1e) or r = Ax�b is not a zero vector, wherethe columns of N form a basis for the full space of A. Furthermore, �x is a descentdirection for kAx� bk1 whenever r = Ax� b is nonzero.Proof. Eliminating �z and then �y from equation (12), we obtain the reduced 2� 2KKT system ZX�1 ATA 0 !  �x��y ! = � c� �x�1e�AT yAx� b ! : (15)Therefore, ZX�1�x� AT�y = �g +AT y; (16)where g = c� �X�1e. Furthermore, the solution �x is bounded from the assumptions.9



Our goal is to show that the inner product of �x and rxM(x; �) is less than zero.Note that the assumption x 2 S implies that all components of x are uniformly boundedaway from zero, and rxM(x; �) is well de�ned for all x > 0 as follows:rxM(x; �) = rxB(x; �) + �AT e = g + �ATe;where B(x; �) is de�ned in Lemma 2 and the i-th component of e is either equal to 1 ifthe i-th component of r is non-negative, or �1, otherwise.We �rst build equation (17), (18), and (19) to be used for computing the innerproduct. There exists �xN 2 Rn�m and �xA 2 Rm such that�x = N�xN +AT�xA: (17)Multiplying NT on both sides of equation (16) and using the fact that AN = 0,NTZX�1�x = �NTg:The decomposition (17) suggests thatNTZX�1N�xN = �NTZX�1AT�xA �NTg:or HN�xN = �NT (g + ZX�1AT�xA); (18)where HN = NTZX�1N is a positive de�nite matrix with full rank. Furthermore,equation (15) and (17) imply that�r = �(Ax� b) = A�x = AAT�xA;or �xA = �(AAT )�1r: (19)
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Now, by using equation (17), (18), (19), and the fact that AN = 0, we manipulatethe product of �x and rxM(x; �) as follows.(�x)TrxM(x; �)= (�xN)TNT (g + �ATe) + (�xA)TA(g + �ATe)= [�H�1N NT (g + ZX�1AT�xA)]TNT (g + �ATe) + (�xA)TA(g + �ATe)= �(g + ZX�1AT�xA)TNH�TN NT (g + �ATe) + (�xA)TA(g + �ATe)= �gTNH�TN NTg � (�xA)TAZX�1NH�TN NTg � gTNH�TN NT�ATe+(�xA)TAZX�1NH�TN NT�ATe+ (�xA)TAg + �(�xA)TAATe= �gTNH�1N NTg + rT (AAT )�1AZX�1NH�1N NTg � rT (AAT )�1Ag��rT (AAT )�1AAT e= �gTNH�1N NTg � rTu � �rTe; (20)where u = (AAT )�1A(I �X�1ZNH�1N NT )g.Now we give upper bounds for the last three terms in equation (20). For the �rstterm, we use the fact that, if H�1N is symmetric, the magnitude of gTNH�1N NTg isbounded by the largest and smallest eigenvalue of H�1N times kNTgk22 [24]. We thereforeobtain �gTNH�1N NTg � �c1kNTgk22;where c1 = 1�max , �max is the largest eigenvalue of HN , and �max > 0 since HN ispositive de�nite.Moreover, to bound the summation of the second and third terms, leth(x) = rTu = (Ax� b)T (AAT )�1A(I �X�1ZNH�1N NT )gfor any x 2 S and a �xed Z. Since h(x) is continuous and S is compact, there existsxmin 2 S minimizing h(x) over x 2 S. That is, h(xmin) = minfh(x) j x 2 Sg. Ifh(xmin) � rT e = krk1 � 0, then�rTu� �rTe � �h(xmin)� �rTe � ��krk1:Otherwise, if h(xmin) < rTe, then for any � � 1� h(xmin)rT e � 0,�rTu� �rTe � �h(xmin)� �rTe � �krk1:Thus, for a given � � max(1� rT uminrT e ; 0), we may choose c2 = minf�; 0g, such that�rTu� �rTe � �c2krk1:11



Therefore, we conclude that(�x)TrxM(x; �)= �gTNH�1N NTg � rTu� �rTe:� �c1kNTgk2 � c2krk1 � 0; (21)where c1; c2 > 0.This completes the proof that the product (�x)TrxM(x; �) is strictly less than zerowhenever NTg or r is not a zero vector.To see that �x is a decent direction for kAx� bk1, we simply compute the productof �x and rx(kAx� bk1) by using equation (17) and (19).(�x)Trx(kAx� bk1)= ((�xN)TNT + (�xA)TA)(ATe)= (�xA)T (AAT )e)= �rT e= �krk1: (22)It is thus straightforward that if r 6= 0, (�x)Trx(kAx� bk) is negative.Lemma 5. If �x is de�ned as in Lemma 4, then there exist positive numbers � and �Xsuch that the su�cient Goldstein-Armijo conditions [13] are satis�ed. with x+ ��x >�Se.Proof. For simplicity, we adopt the notation M(x) instead of M(x; �) in this proof.Let �M be the largest feasible step length along �x; that is, x + �M�x � 0 and someelements of x + �M�x equal zero. By the continuity of M(x) and the fact that �x isa decent direction for M(x) (Lemma 4), for su�ciently small � > 0, we haveM(x+ ��x) < M(x) + ���xTrxM(x);where 0 < � < 1. Note thatM(x+��x)! 1 as �! �M , andM(x)+���xTrxM(x)decreases as � increases, and hence there exists �̂ < �M such thatM(x+ �̂�x) =M(x) + ��̂�xTrxM(x): (23)That is, the inequality M(x+ ��x)�M(x) � ���xTrxM(x) (24)12



is true for every � 2 (0; �̂]:Moreover, x + ��x > �Se holds by Lemma 4 and de�nition of the set S.Theorem 6. Given positive constants, 
Z , �Y , and �Z , let fZjg be a sequence ofdiagonal matrices with 0 < 
Ze � diag(Zj) � �Ze, and let fyjg be a sequence of vectorssatisfying kyjk � �Y . Assume fxjg is a sequence generated by xj+1 = xj + �j�xj andx0 > 0, where �xj is de�ned by (12) and �j satis�es the su�cient Goldstein-Armijoconditions on M(xj ; �) with xj > 0. If � is large enough, limj!1 xj = x�(�).Proof. We �rst choose x0 2 R and set �r = kAx0 � bk and �M = M(x0; �). ThenS = fx j kAx � bk � �r and M(x; �) � �Mg. Lemma 5 shows a stepsize may befound to decrease M(xj ; �) and kAxj � bk. The sequence fxjg generated by the it-eration xj+1 = xj + �j�xj thus belongs to S. Since M(x; �) is continuous and S iscompact, M(x; �) is bounded below over the set fx j x 2 Sg. Lemma 4 also showsthat fM(xj; �)g is monotonically decreasing. The fact that fM(xj ; �)g is bounded be-low and monotonically decreasing implies the sequence fM(xj ; �)g converges. That is,limi!1(M(xj+1; �)�M(xj ; �)) = 0.On the other hand, Lemma 4 and equation (24) give�(M(xj + �j�xj)�M(xj)) � ���j�xTj rxM(xj)� c1kNTg(xj)k2 + c2kr(xj)k1� 0:Therefore, limi!1(�j�xTj rxM(xj ; �)) = limi!1(c1kNTg(xj)k2 + c2kr(xj)k1) = 0;or kNTg(xj)k ! 0 and kr(xj)k1 ! 0:The fact that problem (14) is a convex problem for a given � suggests that the solutionof (2), x�(�), is unique. Finally by the continuity of NTg(x) and r(x) we conclude thatxj ! x�(�).Finally, we show that fyjg ! y�(�) and fzjg ! z�(�) from Theorem 6.Corollary 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, limi!1 yj + �yj = y�(�) andlimi!1 zj + �zj = z�(�), where y�(�) and z�(�) are the solution of equation (2).Proof. Expand (12) and then combine the �rst two equations to obtainAT (y + �y) = c� �X�1e+ ZX�1�x; (25)13



or AXZ�1AT (y + �y) = AXZ�1(c� �X�1e) +A�x: (26)Note that the vector z, which may di�erent from Z, has been canceled. Theorem 6 andequation (2) imply that c� �X�1e converges to ATy�(�) and A�x = b�Ax convergesto 0. Therefore, since AXZ�1 is symmetric positive de�nite, limj!1 yj +�yj = y�(�).Similarly, equation (12) impliesXj�zj + Zj�xj = �Xjzj + �e;or zj +�zj = X�1j Zj�xj + �X�1j e:By equation (2), the fact that xj is bounded above zero, and fxjg ! x�(�) (or f�xjg !0), limi!1(zj + �zj) = z�(�):We have proved the convergence of the minor iteration in Algorithm 1 for arbitrarychoice of y 2 SY , diag(Z) 2 SZ , and z 2 SZ . In the next section, we focus onimplementation issues of the modi�ed search directions algorithm. We next show asuperlinear convergence rate for the minor iteration.2.3. The rate of convergenceAssuming primal feasibility, (i.e. the starting point satis�es Ax = b), we establish thesuperlinear convergence rate of the iteration in the inner loop of Algorithm 1.We �rst show that the full \Newton" step may be taken when xj is close to theoptima x� by showing that the following lemma is applicable.Lemma 8 (Dennis and Mor�e [4]). Let f : Rn ! R be twice continuously di�eren-tiable in an open set D and consider iteration xj+1 = xj + �jpj , where j = 0; 1; � � �,rf(xj)T pj < 0, and �j is chosen to satisfy the Goldstein-Armijo conditions. If fxjgconverges to a point x� in D at which r2f(x�) is positive de�nite andlimj!1 krf(xj) +r2f(xj)pjkkpjk = 0; (27)then there is an index j0 � 0 such that �j = 1 is admissible for j � j0.Note that the barrier problem of the model linear problem (1) is described in (14).Let P = I � AT (AAT )�1A be a projection to the null space of the matrix A, wj 2 Rn,14



diag(Pwj) be a n�n diagonal matrix containing the n-vector Pwj in its main diagonal,and xj = �x+ Pwj ; (28)where �x = (��1; � � � ; ��n)T satis�es A�x = b. The barrier problem (14) thus is equivalentto the following unconstrained problemminw cTPw � � nXi=1 ln(��i + Piw);where Pi is the i-th row of the matrix P . We claim that the search direction �xj de�nedin (12) is a descent direction for the functionB(w) = cTPw � � nXi=1 ln(��i + Piw): (29)The gradient and the Hessian matrix of B(w) arerB = PT c� �PT ( �X + diag(Pwj))�1eand r2B = �PT ( �X + diag(Pwj))�2P;respectively. Since we assume Ax0 = b, A�xj = 0 for all j, or P�xj = �xj . Wecompute (rB)T�xj = (cTP � �eT ( �X + diag(Pwj))�1P )�xj= (cTP � �eT (Xj)�1)�xj : (30)By the primal feasibility assumption and an argument similar to that in the proof ofLemma 4, we conclude that(rxB)T�xj = (cTP � �eT (Xj)�1)�xj < 0: (31)Thus �xj is a descent direction for B(w).In short, starting from any w0 2 Rn, the iterationwj+1 = wj + �j�xj (32)may induce the iteration xj+1 = xj + �j�xj ;since P�xj = �xj .We now show that the condition corresponding to equation (27) is satis�ed in ourproblem. 15



Lemma 9. Let B(w) be de�ned as equation (29) and �xj be the solution of the sys-tem (12) with the assumption that Axj = b. Thenlimj!1 krB(wj) +r2B(wj) ��xjkk�xjk = 0: (33)Proof. Using equations (16), (28), and the facts that P�xj = �xj and AP = 0, wecompute rB +r2B(wj) ��xj= PT c� �PT ( �X + diag(Pwj))�1e+ �PT ( �X + diag(Pwj))�2�xj= PT c� �PTX�1j e+ �PTX�1j Z�1j (AT (yj + �yj)� c+ �X�1j e)= PT (Ij � I)(AT (yj + �yj)� c+ �X�1j e) + PTAT (yj +�yj)= PT (Ij � I)�xj ; (34)where Ij = �X�1j Z�1j .Equation (34) implies thatkrB(wj) +r2B(wj) ��xjkk�xjk = kPT (Ij � I)�xjkk�xjk � kPT k � k(Ij � I)k:Theorem 6 and Corollary 7 show that Xj and Zj converge to the solution of the opti-mality condition (2), and therefore fIjg ! I . This completes the proof.Lemma 8 and 9 imply that full Newton step may be taken when fxjg approachesx�. A classical result by Dennis and Mor�e [3] shown in Lemma 10 leads to Theorem 11establishing the convergence rate.Lemma 10 (Dennis and Mor�e [3]). Let F : Rp ! Rp be di�erentiable in the openconvex set D in Rp, and assume that for some s� in D, F 0 is continuous at s� and F 0(s�)is nonsingular. Let fJjg in L(Rp) be a sequence of nonsingular matrices and supposethat for some s0 in D the sequence fsjg wheresj+1 = sj � J�1j F (sj); (35)remains in D and converges to s�. Then fsjg converges Q-superlinearly to s� andF (s�) = 0 if and only if limj!1 k[Jj � F 0(s�)](sj+1 � sj)kksj+1 � sjk = 0: (36)16



Theorem 11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, assume that the sequence f(zj ; xj ; yj)T gis generated by the inner loop of Algorithm 1. The sequence f(zj ; xj; yj)Tg convergesto f(z�(�); x�(�); y�(�))Tg Q-superlinearly.Proof. Our main goal is to show that (36) holds for our problem. LetJj = 0B@ Xj Zj�I ATA 1CA0B@ I ��1j I �I 1CA = 0B@ Xj ��1j Zj�I �AT��1j A 1CA ;where �j is the step length for �xj , and letF (z; x; y) = 0B@ Xz � �ec� ATy � zAx� b 1CA :The Jacobian matrix of F (z; x; y) isF 0(z; x; y) = 0B@ X Z�I �ATA 1CA :Let F 0j and (F �)0 denote F 0(zj ; xj; yj) and F 0(z�(�); x�(�); y�(�)), respectively. Theiteration in the inner loop of Algorithm 1 may be written as0B@ zj+1xj+1yj+1 1CA = 0B@ zjxjyj 1CA+ 0B@ �zj�j�xj�yj 1CA = 0B@ zjxjyj 1CA� (Jj)�1F 0j : (37)Using the facts that fXjg ! X�(�), fZjg ! Z�(�), and �j = 1 satis�es thesu�cient Goldstein-Armijo conditions for j su�ciently large, we can conclude thatkJj � (F �)0k = k0B@ Xj �X�(�) ��1j Zj � Z�(�) 00 0 00 (��1j � 1)A 0 1CA kapproaches zero as j goes to in�nity. That is,limj!1 k(Jj � (F �)0) � (sj+1 � sj)k1k(sj+1 � sj)k1 = 0: (38)holds for sj = (zj ; xj; yj)T . The Q-superlinear convergence thus follows from Lemma 10.Note that we take advantage of the fact that the vector z in F (x; y; z) may be di�erentfrom the perturbed matrix Zj in Jj ; otherwise, equation (37) would not hold.17



3. ImplementationWe now discuss a practical way to implement the idea of using a perturbed systemfor determining a modi�ed search direction. Key di�erences are that, for each �, thetheoretical algorithm (Algorithm 1) whose convergence is proved solves the KKT systemexactly, while in practice we solve the normal equations approximately. Furthermore, inpractice, only one step of Newton's method is applied for each �xed �. We perturb thediagonal matrix �, rather than the variable z's, so that the large entries in the current� are proportional to the corresponding entries of �̂.Eliminating �x and �z from the perturbed KKT system (12), we obtain the normalequations corresponding to the perturbed system(A�AT )�y = A�(rd + Ze � �X�1e) + rp: (39)The search directions are�x = �(AT�y � rd � Ze+ �X�1e) (40)and �z = rd � AT�y: (41)We now focus on how we modify the current diagonal matrix �. Suppose that wehave a Cholesky factorization of A�̂AT = LPLT . Recall that our goal is to determinethe index set B1 and the proportionality factor � such that the corresponding �B1 =��̂B1 . See equation (7) for the de�nition of �B1 . After the modi�ed matrix � has beendetermined, we update the preconditioner using � and then use the preconditionedconjugate gradient method to solve the normal equations involving A�AT .
18



Algorithm 12 (� modi�ed algorithm).Initialize B1  ; and   0 2 Rn.if ( relative gap is small ) thendo (i = 1 : n)if [(�i is small) and (�ii is large) ] thenCompute i = �̂ii=�ii,Set B1 = B1 [ fig,else set i = 0.end ifend doCompute mean and variance of the nonzero i's.if (the variance is small) thenSet � = the mean.else Set B1 = B1 n fthe indices of some largest and smallest i's gCompute mean of the i's corresponding to the new B1.Set � = the mean.end ifdo (i = 1 : n)if [ (i 2 B1) and (i is close to �)] thenCompute �ii = � � �̂iielse Set �ii = �iiend ifend doelse Set � = �end ifAlgorithm 12 explains how we determine the index set B1 as well the proportionalityfactor �. The algorithm �rst sets the index set B1 containing all the large entries ofthe current �. We then �nd the ratios of �̂ii to �ii, for every i 2 B1. The mean andthe variance of those ratios are computed and � is assigned as the mean value. If thevariance value is small, we calculate �ii = ��ii;for i 2 B1. Otherwise, we take out the indices corresponding to some largest and19



smallest ratios from B1 to form a new B1. The mean value of the ratios correspondingto the new B1 is re-computed to obtain a new � and then the current � is perturbedusing the new �.We present a theorem showing that the di�erence between the original search direc-tion �y and the modi�ed search direction �y approaches zero if the di�erence betweenZ and Z goes to zero. First, we introduce a lemma, by Stewart [19] and Todd [20]independently, that will be used in the proof of the theorem.Lemma 13. (Stewart [19]) Let D+ be the set of all n � n diagonal matrices withpositive diagonal elements. Let A be of full row rank. Then there exist two �nitepositive numbers �1(A) and �2(A) such that, for any D 2 D+,supD2D+ k(ADAT )�1ADk � �1(A)supD2D+ kAT (ADAT )�1ADk � �2(A):Theorem 14. Let �y and �y be computed by equations (4) and (39), respectively.Then we conclude that, for a positive diagonal matrix �, k�y ��yk approaches zeroas kZ � Zk goes to zero.Proof. Using the formulaM�1 = N�1 �M�1(M �N)N�1; (42)we �rst rewrite(A�AT )�1 = (A�AT )�1 � (A�AT )�1(A��AT )(A�AT )�1; (43)where M and N are two arbitrary invertible matrices and �� = �� �.Thus by the de�nition of �y and �y, equation (43), and Lemma 13, the upperbound of k�y ��yk may be computed as follows.
20



k�y ��yk= k[(A�AT )�1A� � (A�AT )�1A�] (�)k� k(A�AT )�1A�� (A�AT )�1A� + (A�AT )�1A�� (A�AT )�1A�k k (�)k= k(A�AT )�1A�� (A�AT )�1A�+(A�AT )�1(A��AT )(A�AT )�1A�� (A�AT )�1A(��)kk (�)k= k(A�AT )�1A��(AT (A�AT )�1A�� I)k k (�)k� k(A�AT )�1A�k k��1��k kAT (A�AT )�1A� � Ik k (�)k� �1(A) (�2(A) + 1) k (�)k k��1(�� �)k; (44)where �1(A) and �2(A) are constants arising in Lemma 13 and  (�) = rd+Ze��X�1e,the right hand side of the normal equations (4). By the de�nitions of � and �, the i-thelement of the diagonal matrix ��1(���) is�i � �i�i : (45)Equation (45) also implies that if Z goes to Z, k��1(� � �)k approaches zero. Fur-thermore, since �1(A), �2(A), and k (�)k are bounded constants, the right hand sideof (44) converges to zero provided kZ � Zk ! 0. We thus complete the proof.A similar result is derived for k�x��xk.Theorem 15. Let�x and�x be de�ned in equations (51) and (40), respectively. Thenk�x��xk ! 0 if kZ � Zk ! 0.Proof. By Lemma 13, Theorem 14, and the de�nition of �x, �x, �y, and �y,k�x��xk= k�AT�y ��AT�y +� (�)�� (�)k� k�AT�y ��AT�yk+ k�AT�y ��AT�yk+ k� (�)� � (�)k� k�AT k k�y ��yk+ k�� �k k (�)k �2 + k���k k (�)k� k�AT k �1(A) (�2(A) + 1) k (�)k k��1(���)k+(1 + �2) k (�)k k���k; (46)21



where �1(A) and �2(A) are constants de�ned in Lemma 13 and  (�) = rd+Ze��X�1e.An argument similar to that at the end of Theorem 14 completes the proof.The ideas discussed above are implemented by modifying OB1-R, which considerslinear programming problems with simple upper boundsmin cTxs.t. Ax = b;x+ s = u;x � 0;s � 0; (47)where u 2 Rn contains upper bounds for the entries of x and some of them may bein�nite. Since the problem considered by OB1-R is slightly di�erent from our modelproblem (1), we elaborate the corresponding equations for clarity. The optimality con-ditions corresponding to the linear programming problem (47) is8>>>>><>>>>>: Ax � b = 0;x + s� u = 0;AT y � w+ z � c = 0;XZe� �e = 0;SWe� �e = 0; (48)where y and w are the Lagrangian multipliers. The Newton search directions may bedetermined by the block 5� 5 matrix0BBBBB@ AI I AT �I IZ XW S 1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ �x�s�y�w�z 1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ Ax� bx+ s� uAT y � w + z � cXZe� �eSWe� �e 1CCCCCA ; (49)or the equations �y = (A�AT )�1(A�( e (�) + rd) + (b� Ax)); (50)�x = �(AT�y � ( e (�) + rd)); (51)�w = �S�1e�We� S�1W�s; (52)�z = �X�1e� Ze �X�1Z�x; (53)�s = x+ s � u��x; (54)(55)where e (�) = �(S�1 +X�1)e� (W � Z)e, and ��1 = (S�1W +X�1Z).22



The modi�ed search directions, by perturbing the diagonal matrix Z to Z, may bewritten as �y = (A�AT )�1(A�( e (�) + rd) + (b� Ax)); (56)�x = �(AT�y � ( e (�) + rd)); (57)�w = �S�1e�We� S�1W�s; (58)�z = �X�1e� Ze �X�1Z�x; (59)�s = x+ s � u��x; (60)(61)where ��1 = (S�1W +X�1Z) and �w and �s are same as (52) and (54), respectively.All the discussion may be easily extended to the problems (47). However, it is worthmentioning that the perturbed matrix Z is needed for determining �z and may becomputed by solving ��1 = (S�1W +X�1Z);after � has been determined.We now present computational results of some test problems to show the modi�edsearch direction may improve performance in the endgame. In other words, in theendgame, we perform Algorithm 12 to determine the perturbed matrix � and then solveequations (56) to (60) to �nd the search directions. Table 1 illustrates the performanceof the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver in the last � values. The original andthe perturbed normal equations are solved for the problems pilot and pilot87 fromthe NETLIB collection [8]. The number of preconditioned conjugate gradient iterationsand the time for forming and solving the normal equations (in seconds) are compared forboth approaches. The preconditioned conjugate gradient solvers use the same stoppingcriterion. The arti�cial variables are kept in pilot87. Complete Cholesky factorizationis performed to determine the preconditioners at the 73-th and 77-th iterations in pilotand at the 75-th, 79-th, and 83-th iterations in pilot87. All other iterations use updatedpreconditioners. From the table, we observe that, by perturbing the normal equations,we may improve both the preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration numbers andtiming. Furthermore, the number of outer iterations remains the same for using OB1-R.4. Combined algorithmWe now present Algorithm 18, the algorithm combining all the ideas discussed above tosolve the (perturbed) normal equations using preconditioned conjugate gradients. Tofactor an ill-conditioned matrix, we use a variety of the standard Cholesky factorizationshown in Algorithm 16. 23



Problem : pilotOuter iterationPrtrb. 73 74 75 76 77Yes PCG iter. 3 26 38 40 3Time (s) 6.86 3.34 4.71 4.96 6.89No PCG iter. 3 31 45 57 3Time (s) 6.71 3.81 5.38 6.73 6.75Problem : pilot87Outer iterationPrtrb. 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83Yes PCG iter. 1 32 50 49 1 22 25 33 1Time (s) 22.50 8.51 14.68 17.58 22.50 6.04 6.28 8.26 22.50No PCG iter. 1 37 72 100 1 35 43 54 1Time (s) 22.51 9.68 20.34 35.00 22.61 9.23 10.80 13.36 22.54Table 1: Comparison for solving the normal equations with or without perturbing.
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Algorithm 16 (A hybrid modi�ed Cholesky factorization).Initialize pii tiny  a positive tiny number.do (i = 1 :m)Determine Pii by the modi�ed Cholesky factorization in [9].if (Pii � pii tiny)Set Pii = 0.Skip computation of the i-th column of L.else Determine the i-th column of L using Pii.end ifend doThe preconditioned conjugate gradient solver is used through the whole interior pointmethod, except for the �rst �, with one exception. If we factor the matrix A�AT andpreconditioned conjugate gradients converges in more than, for example, 50 iterations,even if the hybrid modi�ed Cholesky factorization is used, we switch to a direct methodin the next � iteration. This situation occurs in the case that the matrix A�AT is tooill-conditioned to make the refactored Cholesky factors an e�cient preconditioner. Thisis an unusual occurrence: only one problem (dfl001) met the criterion among all theproblems we tested using all the default parameters; but we include the criterion as a\safe guard" for e�ciency.If the ratio of the last barrier parameter to the current barrier parameter is largenear the endgame, we refactor the matrix A�AT to obtain the preconditioner for thecurrent iteration. Since the barrier parameter is proportional to the duality gap, alarge change in the two successive barrier parameters implies a large change in thecorresponding duality gaps. In this case, the iterates made a \big" improvement andthus the variables and the current resulting matrix � may change widely. The updatestrategy is thus not suitable.Algorithm 17 describes the interior point algorithm solving the normal equations bythe combined preconditioned conjugate gradient solver, Algorithm 18, from the second� through the entire course. 25



Algorithm 17 (Interior point algorithm with adaptive solver).Initialize k  1; �0 > 0; x0; y0; z0 > 0; UseDirect  False.while (not convergent)if [ (k > 1) and (UseDirect = False) ] thenSolve using PCG. (See Algorithm 18 for details.)Determine the preconditioner.Iterate the PCG method using Algorithm 18.end ifif [ (k = 1) or (UseDirect = True) ] thenSolve using direct solver.Form the matrix A�AT .Factor A�AT = LPLT .Solve the normal equations using LPLT ,applying iterative re�nement if necessary.Compute drct cost as the elapsed time of the direct solver.end if Update the primal and dual variables.Compute xk+1  xk + �p�x; yk+1  yk + �d�y; zk+1  zk + �d�z.Choose �k+1 < �k .Set k  k + 1.end while
26



Algorithm 18 (The modi�ed PCG solver).Solve using PCG.Determine the preconditioner.updt nmbr  the number of rank-one updates to be performed.pred cost  predicted cost of iterative solution.if [ (prev cost > .8 � drct cost) or (pred cost > drct cost) or(the ratio of �k�1 to �k is large near endgame) ] thenUseRefact  TrueForm the matrix A�AT .if [UseStdChol = True] thenFactor A�AT using the standard Cholesky algorithm.Factor A�AT using the hybrid Cholesky algorithm (Algorithm 16).end ifelse UseRefact  FalseCompute the modi�ed diagonal matrix � from Algorithm 12.Perform updt nmbr rank-one updates based on A�AT .end if Iterate the PCG method.pcg itn  0until ( convergent)Execute a PCG iteration using the modi�ed A�AT .pcg itn  (pcg itn + 1)if (pcg itn > max pcg itn) thenif (this happened for the previous �) then ( UseDirect  True )UseRefact  TrueFactor (A�AT ) to reinitialize the preconditioner.Restart the PCG iteration.end ifend untilif [(UseRefact = True) and (pcg itn � 5)] then UseStdChol Falseelse if [(UseRefact = True) and (pcg itn � 50)] then UseDirect  Trueend if 27



5. Numerical resultsWe modify OB1-R, by Lustig, Marsten, and Shanno [15] and dated December 1989, toimplement Algorithm 17 and 18 (Adap2). We choose some problems tested in [23] tomake comparisons with the computational results of OB1-R and the adaptive algorithm(Adap1) reported in [23].All the algorithms are coded in FORTRAN using double precision arithmetic. Thecodes are compiled on a SUN SPARCstation 20 containing 64 megabytes main memoryand running SunOS Release 4.1.3. Optimization level -O3 is turned on for compiling theprograms. Numerical experiments are performed on the same platform. The timingsreported are CPU time in seconds. Since all three codes use the same preprocessorHPREP, we omit the preprocessing time. All the statistical tables in the section areextracted from [23].5.1. The NETLIB problemsWe �rst present our numerical results on the NETLIB problem collection [8], a standardlinear programming test problem set. Small problems have a relatively small cost forforming and factoring the coe�cient matrix in the normal equations, as mentioned in[7] and [23], so we do not expect that a interior point algorithm based on iterativesolvers may prevail over a direct solver based algorithm. We consequently run a fewsmall problems from the NETLIB collection, but concentrate on the larger problems,those containing more than 25; 000 nonzero entries in the coe�cient matrix A. Theproblem fit2p, however, is neglected since all three codes fail to solve the problem onour workstation in a reasonable time, since the problem contains a large dense matrixA�AT .Table 2 shows the characteristics of the tested NETLIB problems. The numbersof rows, columns, and nonzeros of coe�cient matrix A are reported. The numbers areobtained from output of the preprocessor HPREP and may not be identical with thedata in [8]. Only the nonzero elements in the lower sub-diagonal part of AAT andL are counted and tabulated. We calculate the density of the matrix AAT and L bycomputing the ratio of the number of nonzeros to the number of the entries in the lowersub-diagonal parts of the matrices.Numerical results of OB1-R and the code Adap2 on the NETLIB problems are shownin Table 3. The table indicates the name of the problem and compares the number of �values needed by the interior point methods for both codes, �nal relative duality gaps,and CPU time used by the both codes in seconds. The time di�erences between the twoprograms are shown in the last column. Our Adap2 codes are faster for the problemswith positive time di�erence.Both OB1-R and Adap2 take the same number of � numbers to achieve similar small28



relative duality gaps, except on the problem pilot87 and greenbea. Adap2 takes oneaddition � value in pilot87, achieves a slightly smaller relative duality gap, and usesless time. In the problem greenbea, both algorithms stop unsuccessfully since they failto converge with a small duality gaps. The problem, as mentioned in [21], is di�cultto solve by interior point methods. On the problem d6cube, our algorithm attains aduality gap two orders smaller and is a little quicker.Performance of the two algorithms is similar for the problems taking four minutesor less. On the costly problems, like maros-r7 and pilot87, our algorithm tends tooutperform OB1-R. In the most expensive problem dfl001, our algorithm is signi�cantlyfaster than OB1-R.We keep the arti�cial variables, the slack variables of the equality constraints, toprevent rank de�ciency on dfl001. Without doing so, neither method terminates suc-cessfully, for the matrix A�AT is very ill-conditioned.5.2. The \Kennington" problemsAnother large problem set found in the NETLIB site is the \Kennington" problemsused by Carolan, Hill, Kennington, Niemi, and Wichmann [1]. We present the problemsfrom the set containing 25; 000 to 370; 000 nonzero elements in the matrix A.Table 4 and Table 5 give the statistics and results of these problems, respectively. Ifwe allow the algorithms to discard arti�cial variables, both algorithms perform similarly,except that on pds-10 Adap2 is much faster. Both of the algorithms perform similarlyin the problems with small cost (4 minutes or less).Moreover, our algorithm signi�cantly outperforms OB1-R on the costly problemsif we keep all arti�cial variables to prevent rank de�ciency. Even if OB1-R eliminatesthe arti�cial variables and solves the smaller problems, the cost of Adap2 keeping thearti�cial variables is still less than that of OB1-R.
29



Smaller NETLIB problemsProblem LP size and nonzeros Nonzeros DensityName Rows Columns Nonzeros AAT L AAT Lmaros 845 1443 9614 11409 24839 .03 .07scfxm3 990 1371 7777 8749 13520 .02 .03seba 515 1028 4352 51400 53748 .39 .41ship12l 1042 5427 16170 10673 11137 .02 .02vtp.base 198 203 909 1575 2121 .08 .11Larger NETLIB problemsProblem LP size and nonzeros Nonzeros DensityName Rows Columns Nonzeros AAT L AAT L80bau3b 2237 9799 21002 9972 40895 .00 .02d2q06c 2171 5167 32417 26991 165676 .01 .07d6cube 404 6184 37704 13054 54445 .16 .67degen3 1503 1818 24646 50178 119403 .04 .11d001 6071 12230 35632 38098 1634257 .00 .09�t2d 25 10500 129018 296 299 .99 1.00greenbea 2389 5405 30877 33791 81914 .01 .03greenbeb 2389 5405 30882 33766 80503 .01 .03maros-r7 3136 9408 144848 330472 1195107 .07 .24pilot 1441 3652 43167 59540 193137 .06 .19pilot87 2030 4883 73152 115951 421194 .06 .20stoch3 16675 15695 64875 103360 206731 .00 .00truss 1000 8806 27836 12561 52509 .03 .11wood1p 244 2594 70215 18046 18082 .61 .61woodw 1098 8405 37474 20421 47657 .03 .08Table 2: Statistics for the larger test problems from NETLIB.30



Smaller NETLIB problemsIPM ite. Rel. dual gap TimeProblem OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 Di�maros 45 45 .11e-08 .12e-08 11.17 11.62 -0.45scfxm3 39 39 .21e-08 .21e-08 4.25 4.63 -0.38seba 30 30 .15e-08 .18e-09 43.05 35.79 7.26ship12l 26 26 .53e-08 .53e-08 4.15 5.22 -1.07vtp.base 26 26 .33e-08 .38e-08 0.45 0.58 -0.13Larger NETLIB problemsIPM ite. Rel. dual gap TimeProblem OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 Di�80bau3b 78 78 .44e-08 .44e-08 46.15 47.15 -1.00d2q06c 55 55 .25e-08 .46e-08 257.13 245.23 11.90d6cube 77 77 .67e-06 .85e-08 113.90 110.80 3.10degen3 30 30 .16e-09 .16e-09 66.22 75.12 -9.90d001 98 98 .27e-06 .27e-06 19844.37 14436.65 5407.72�t2d 54 54 .21e-08 .21e-08 46.80 49.03 -2.23greenbea 52 52 -.62e-04 -.62e-04 52.03 53.78 -1.75greenbeb 74 74 .80e-09 .22e-09 69.15 71.20 -2.05maros-r7 29 29 .31e-09 .31e-09 1952.93 1743.57 209.36pilot 77 77 .71e-08 .61e-08 485.08 388.92 96.16pilot87 82 83 .94e-08 .16e-08 1948.82 1430.97 517.85stoch3 87 87 .70e-09 .70e-09 142.22 159.12 -16.90truss 30 30 .80e-09 .80e-09 19.55 21.23 -1.68wood1p 18 18 .35e-08 .35e-08 12.95 18.23 -5.28woodw 37 37 .27e-08 .27e-08 25.30 27.05 -1.75Table 3: Computational results for the larger test problems from NETLIB.31



Kennington problemsProblem LP size and nonzeros Nonzeros DensityName Rows Columns Nonzeros AAT L AAT Lcre-b 7240 72447 256095 194579 940374 .01 .04cre-d 6476 69980 242646 181670 853300 .01 .04ken-11 14694 21349 49058 33880 118869 .00 .00ken-13 28632 42659 97246 66586 315642 .00 .00osa-07 1118 23949 143694 52466 54783 .08 .09osa-14 2337 52460 314760 113843 116160 .04 .04pds-06 9881 28655 62524 39061 582158 .00 .01pds-10 16558 48763 106436 66550 1674872 .00 .01Table 4: Statistics for the Kennington problems.5.3. Comparison with the adaptive algorithmWe compare the numerical performance of our algorithm with the adaptive algorithmof [23]. The main di�erences between the two approaches are as follows.� Adap2 uses modi�ed search directions in the endgame; however, Adap1 does not.� Adap2 uses the OB1-R Cholesky factorization �rst until the OB1-R Choleskyfactorization fails to generate a good preconditioner, in the sense that the precon-ditioned conjugate gradient solver does not converge within 5 iterations by usingthe refactored preconditioner. We then switch to the hybrid modi�ed Choleskyfactorization (Algorithm 16). In contrast, Adap1 uses only the OB1-R Choleskyfactorization.� Adap2 allows zero in the diagonal Cholesky factor P while Adap1 can not handlethe situation. Adap2 uses a portion of the modi�ed Cholesky factor by Gill andMurray [9]. See [22, Chap. 5] for details.Table 6 compares Adap1 and Adap2 in the costly problems that take Adap1 morethan 1; 500 seconds to solve. Both algorithms perform similarly for other cheaper prob-lems not listed. Adap2 outperforms in all the problems except the problems cre-band cre-d without arti�cial variables. These two problems are not suitable for iterativesolvers since the �'s are ill-conditioned and change wildly in �rst � values. Consequently,Adap2 detects two successive � values that the number of preconditioned conjugate gra-dient iterations exceeds the maximum number of iterations allowed. We thus decide to32



Kennington problems without arti�cial variablesIPM ite. Rel. dual gap TimeProblem OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 Di�cre-b 91 91 -.16e-07 -.16e-07 5020.10 4954.07 66.03cre-d 92 92 -.69e-08 -.56e-08 3872.00 3839.33 32.67ken-11 33 33 .16e-09 .16e-09 53.28 68.50 -15.22ken-13 51 51 .43e-08 .43e-08 244.95 277.92 -32.97osa-07 53 53 .11e-05 .11e-05 80.68 91.08 -10.40osa-14 55 55 -.81e-06 -.81e-06 191.52 225.02 -33.50pds-06 102 102 .48e-09 .44e-09 2817.62 2742.75 74.87pds-10 128 128 .19e-08 .29e-08 19650.00 14320.02 5329.98Kennington problems keeping arti�cial variablesIPM ite. Rel. dual gap TimeProblem OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 OB1-R Adap2 Di�cre-b 102 103 -.99e-09 .14e-08 5365.32 4157.33 1207.99cre-d 103 103 -.60e-08 .10e-08 4415.48 3511.63 903.85ken-11 44 44 .21e-08 .21e-08 73.70 93.07 -19.37ken-13 48 47 -.60e-09 .67e-08 238.77 272.45 -33.68osa-07 53 53 .11e-05 .11e-05 78.43 90.32 -11.89osa-14 55 55 -.81e-06 -.81e-06 187.63 221.37 -33.74pds-06 117 116 .50e-08 .76e-08 3216.82 2470.22 746.60pds-10 131 131 .69e-08 .32e-08 19978.53 12965.85 7012.68Table 5: Results for the Kennington problems.33



IPM ite. Rel. dual gap TimeProblem Adap1 Adap2 Adap1 Adap2 Adap1 Adap2 Di�Without arti�cial variablesmaros-r7 29 29 .31e-09 .31e-09 1825.87 1743.57 82.30pilot87 82 83 .94e-08 .16e-08 1626.55 1430.97 195.58cre-b 91 91 -.16e-07 -.16e-07 4872.30 4954.07 -81.77cre-d 92 92 -.69e-08 -.56e-08 3761.92 3839.33 -77.41pds-06 102 102 .48e-09 .44e-09 2781.30 2742.75 38.55pds-10 128 128 .19e-08 .29e-08 18718.57 14320.02 4398.55Keeping arti�cial variablesd001 98 98 .27e-06 .27e-06 16644.35 14436.65 2207.70cre-b 102 103 -.10e-08 .14e-08 4472.75 4157.33 315.42cre-d 103 103 -.60e-08 .10e-08 3698.33 3511.63 186.70pds-06 116 116 .64e-08 .76e-08 2554.35 2470.22 84.13pds-10 131 131 .69e-08 .32e-08 13546.32 12965.85 580.47NET0416 53 53 .50e-09 .45e-09 9265.85 8281.15 984.70Table 6: Computational results for Adap1 and our algorithm.use a direct method at the 9-th and 14-th � value in the problem cre-b and cre-d,respectively. In contrast, Adap1 detects zero in the diagonal Cholesky factor P in thesecond � value and thus switches a direct method for the two problems.For the problems that switch to a direct method in the later phases in Adap1 (forexample, dfl001 and pds-10), Adap2 achieves signi�cant saving.6. ConclusionWe have presented an algorithm using the preconditioned conjugate gradient solverthrough the whole process of interior point methods for linear programming problems.If the algorithm recomputes the preconditioners in later phases, we adopt the hybridmodi�ed Cholesky factorization as an alternative to the Cholesky factorization used byOB1-R. The hybrid modi�ed Cholesky factorization generates a more e�cient precon-ditioner. We modify the preconditioned conjugate gradient solver and rank-1 updateand downdate procedure to handle zero component in the diagonal Cholesky factor P .In the endgame, we perturb the diagonal matrix � for determining modi�ed search34



directions. The resulting coe�cient matrix A�AT is thus more closely related to thepreconditioner. We discuss the motivation of the modi�ed search directions and provethe convergence of the interior point method. Numerical results show that the algo-rithms enhance the performance of OB1-R and the adaptive algorithm in [23].AcknowledgmentI thank Dianne P. O'Leary for many helpful discussions and useful suggestions duringthe preparation of this article. The idea used to prove the superlinear convergence ratein x 2.3 is also attributed to her.
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